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January 3, 2013 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay everyone, I think we are ready! Please welcome Dr. Dana!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Good morning everyone! I'm so excited to be here with you in cyberspace today! 

 

Comment:  
Good morning, Dr. Dana - thank you for being here!  

 

Comment:  
Hello Dr. Dana and Amanda!  

 

Comment:  
welcome to crazy fun people  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr Dana, love your avatar!  

 

Comment:  
Good morning Dr. Dana & Amanda  

 

Comment:  
Good morning Dr. Dana!  

 

Comment:  
Welcme Dr Dana from Michigan and a bitter 17 degrees.  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dana and AA!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Hey Geri! I'm from Michigan too! I totally understand... 

 

Comment:  
Hi, Dr. Dana! So glad you could join us today :)  

 

 

Critter Cam Chat 

Special Guests:  

Dr. Dana 

Veterinary Intern 
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Comment:  
Welcome to Dr. Dana!  

 

Comment:  
Hello and welcome, Dr. Dana and of course Amanda!  

 

Comment:  
Good Morning Dr. Dana and Amanda thanks for coming on the chat with us...  

 

Comment:  
Good morning, Dr. Dana!!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I have to say, I like our "meet the staff" section of the website ... you guys probably already have 

a lot of insight into Dr. Dana! 

Dr. Dana Tedesco 

Veterinary Intern 

Dr. Dana grew up in the Detroit area. Born and raised a Wolverine, she earned a bachelor’s 

degree in biology from the University of Michigan in 2007 before attending Michigan 

State University for veterinary school. After graduating from veterinary school in 2011, 

she spent a year in the wonderfully weird town of Austin, Texas, where she completed an 

internship in small-animal emergency medicine and surgery. Throughout college and 

veterinary school, Dr. Dana has worked at wildlife clinics in Michigan, Minnesota, and 

Massachusetts. She has been involved in research projects on avian pathology, African 

Penguins, and the prevalence of black-legged ticks in Michigan. Other professional 

interests include veterinary entomology and infectious diseases, particularly those shared 

by wildlife and domestic animals. Dr. Dana was thrilled to join the Wildlife Center in 

July 2012 for a one-year veterinary internship. In addition to managing cases in the clinic, 

she has the exciting opportunity to teach wildlife medicine to veterinary students from all 

over the world. She looks forward to learning new things from staff and students alike 

each day she comes to work! 

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana question...can you tell us your most favorite moment you have had since joining the 

team and which is your favorite animal there?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
My most favorite moment? Gosh, that’s tough! I have had a lot of fantastic moments here in the 

past six months. Repairing the red fox’s broken femur was pretty incredible, since that 

was my first major surgery EVER beyond spaying or neutering someone’s pet. 

My favorite individual animal at the center is Quinn the Great-horned Owl. We bonded during 

his emergency tracheal repair in September. Actually, I guess I should say I bonded with 

Quinn. I don’t think Quinn feels the same way about me. 
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Comment:  
Good morning Dr. Dana - loved your Year 2012 memory! Good job on Quinn.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
If anyone hasn't read it yet: http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2012-year-review-dr-dana-tedesco-

veterinary-intern  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It's great! One of my favorites!  

 

Comment:  
?? for Dr Dana. Than you Dr Dana for your dedication to helping care for and save wildlife. 

What has been your most challenging case at WCV ?Thank You and have a Merry 

Christmas.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
My most challenging case has been Box Turtle 12-1844. This turtle presented to us at the end of 

July with a massive abscess above his tail, sort of tucked up under the back of his shell. 

Because of the location beneath the back of the shell, it has been very difficult to get that 

abscess to heal. Also, turtles tend to have really thick, cheesy pus, so it just accumulates 

in the space between his tail and his shell rather than draining. The turtle has undergone 

four or five minor surgical procedures to debride the wound (remove the pus and any 

dead tissue). I have tried many different antibiotics, ointments, and wound dressings. I 

have tried benign neglect. You know what finally worked? Honey! I started seeing a 

dramatic improvement in the appearance of the wound after about a week of flushing the 

wound daily and applying medical-grade honey. It has been about a month since I started 

using the honey, and the wound has FINALLY healed!  

 

Congowings:  
I would like to welcome Dr. Dana too. So glad to have you at the Center.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you, Congowings! 

 

Comment:  
Yes, Dr. Dana YIR is fantastic. Made us feel like we were there  

 

Comment:  
Hello Dr Dana -- thanks for all you are doing for wildlife and WCV  

 

Comment:  
And we get 2 goodies, Dr Dana and Buddy  
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Comment:  
Good Morning Dr. Dana and Amanda - It's 18 below this morning, so I welcome the opportunity 

to be with you and warm up a bit!! Thanks for being with us.  

 

Comment:  
Hello and welcome from Tidewater  

 

Comment:  
Welcome Dr. Dana :) to the Critter Nation I can't wait to hear more about you and your 

experiences!  

 

Comment:  
mmm I love honey, who knew it was so amazing!  

 

Comment:  
FOR Dr. DANA's SESSION: Heya, Dr. Dana! We wanted to ask what surgical equipment you 

find most helpful in your operations at WCV, and what equipment/instruments you 

would most LIKE TO HAVE that might further assist you and other vets in their tasks. 

Happy Holidays to you!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
As far as helpful surgical equipment goes, I really love our little MicroAire Minidriver. It is great 

for putting little pins into broken screech owl bones! Also, since it is so small, it is very 

easy to handle-- I feel so clumsy when handling the bigger drivers!. I also really like all 

of our ophthalmological surgical instruments--they are essentially teeny, tiny versions of 

standard surgical instruments. They are of course useful for eyeball surgery, but they are 

also very useful for surgery on any part of the body on our smaller avian patients. 

What we would really like to have is a new surgical light! Our current light is kind of crummy 

and tends to have a mind of its own...it never wants to stay put! Operating in a deep dark 

hole is really no fun. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/support-center/medical-wish-list  

 

Comment:  
Interesting about the honey - what was it that gave you the idea to use honey and what makes it 

medical grade?  

 

Comment:  
How did you find out about honey -- is this in the resources to use for medical purposes?  

 

Comment:  
Honey to treat a wound?! That is amazing!! How did you come to the conclusion to use it?  

 

 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/support-center/medical-wish-list
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Comment:  
Honey? Who would have thought! How did you arrive at a plan to try honey?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I cultured the turtle's wound and it grew all sorts of bugs that were resistant to the antibiotics we 

have (which is sort of scary!). Honey has antibacterial properties that bacteria cannot 

inherently become resistant to, so I decided to go with that. I think once the bacteria were 

taken care of, the turtle was able to heal himself. Honey is used in human medicine for 

wound dressings as well.  

 

Comment:  
Be careful what you wish for, Dr. Dana! This is CN you're addressing. You never know what we 

have up our sleeve - we've been known to hit that donate button ALOT!  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana that is horrible, I've been on tours and have seen the light taped to the wall to keep it 

from moving!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh goodness is it that bad ??  

 

Dr. Dana:  
It's a bit wiggly, especially when you want it to stay put.  

 

Comment:  
HOLD FOR DR DANA, You used surgical stainless steel on the bobcat; is there a particular 

reason? Does that work better than titanium on wildlife? A family member had titanium 

rods placed in her back and was allergic to them, so I was wondering about the stainless 

steel. Thank you for everything!!!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Most veterinary surgical implants are stainless steel. It has good mechanical properties, is easy to 

manufacture, and is generally well-tolerated by patients. Titanium is much lighter and 

stronger than stainless steel and is associated with fewer infections than stainless steel. 

However, it is also much more expensive. I think more veterinary surgical implants will 

be made of titanium in the near future, but I think cost will be a limiting factor as to how 

widely they will be used. Dr. Wheeler, the orthopedic surgeon, picked out the implants 

for the bobcat. I am not sure if his practice carries titanium implants or if they only use 

stainless steel.  

 

Comment:  
Perhaps this can be saved for Dr. Dana's guest appearance, whenever that is rescheduled: I 

noticed in the bear femur Xray that the bone is not exactly aligned, that there is a bit of a 

"jog" between the two pieces. What factors decide that the bone is aligned "enough" and 

what kept Dr. Dana and Dr. Rich from aligning the two pieces more completely? Thanks 
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to them both and everyone else at the Center for helping this bear and all the other 

creatures in your care!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Excellent question. That was the best we could do with what we had as far as the ability to 

muscle the bone fragments into place (Dr. Rich contributed most of the muscling). Also, 

the procedure went on for a really long time, and we wanted to minimize time under 

anesthesia as much as possible. Basically, we did the best we could--the bear will have to 

meet us halfway, so to speak, as far as healing goes. And neither of us are really worried-

-the body does amazing things as far as healing goes!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Plus he is young, so he will heal quickly.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Some of you guys might remember Black Bear yearling #12-0189 -- the female we used as a 

surrogate to our first young cub of the year. I see that the rads photo didn't quite make it 

into the post with the website migration (grr), but you may remember how badly that 

fracture was aligned in the bear's leg -- and that came to us as an old injury. It was pretty 

amazing how they can "bridge the gap"! http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-

patient/charlottesville-black-bear-yearling  

 

Comment:  
sounds like my first charitable contribution of 2013 should be towards the new surgical lamp!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you for all you do for WCV, Dr. Dana. Our 19 special needs kids are donating a dollar 

each to get that surgical lamp for the Center! Kids say "Light is MIGHT!"  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Awww, that's so sweet!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Oh wow!! Thank you so much!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(for those of you checking out the wishlist -- yes, that first $1000 actually came from the GN 

Reveal -- just chipping away at the surgery lamp bill!)  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I have been here six months and I am still amazed at the wonderful support the WCV receives 

from you guys.  

 

Comment:  
FOR DR DANA: I just realized that I will miss Dr Dana, boo.HOO.... finally have to go back to 

work. BUT, I have a question. I can read later if she answers. I was so impressed with the 
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treatment you gave the vulture. Is that common to flush out a bird's crop....don't 

remember hearing about it. Also, the idea to get the lead out of it's system, by highly 

digestible food and METAMUCIL??? What experience helped you realize that you could 

use this human remedy on a turkey vulture? [I know some things humans use are okay for 

animals, but some things are really toxic to them, like Ibuprofen or Naproxen. [painkillers 

that are harmful to pets & animals.] ???? Thanks for all you do!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I have only had to flush a crop once before--it was for a pigeon with a crop infection. So it's not 

an everyday procedure, but it's definitely not an unheard of thing to do, if that makes 

sense. As far as the Metamucil goes, I had just read a paper a few weeks prior about 

treatment of lead poisoning in endangered California Condors. They used Metamucil, so I 

thought, hey! I'll try that! Metamucil is not absorbed by the GI tract, it just sort of passes 

through quickly and brings everything with it. So I knew that there wouldn't be a toxicity 

issue, like with some other drugs.  

 

Comment:  
I hope I'm not too late to submit a Dr. Dana question! Hi Dr. Dana I was wondering what your 

most difficult case was prior to coming to WCV? I loved your blog post :)  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thanks! I had several dogs with refractory seizures come in during my time working in the 

emergency room. Those were tough, because you'd get to the point in treatment where 

they essentially have to be anesthetized to stop the seizures, and some of them would start 

seizuring again as you weaned them from the anesthesia. Owners had to make some 

tough decisions when that happened.  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana, Are there other meds or other human remedies does the vet staff use? Other than those 

already mentioned?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes! Many of the drugs used in veterinary medicine are also used in human medicine.  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana: as you go along, have you changed your focus on area to specialize in, animals to 

take care of, type of work to do? Will you continue in wildlife work, or go into a different 

vet area?  

 

Comment:  
dr dana where r u going next after June July??? we wish u or anyone dont have to go  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr Dana, what are your future plans? Domestic or wildlife vet?  
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Dr. Dana:  
I am really interested in infectious diseases, particularly those shared by people and animals. 

WCV is an excellent place to learn about that sort of thing. As far as what I am doing 

next, that is an excellent question! I'd ultimately like to change my focus from clinical to 

research-based medicine, focusing on infectious disease. But I think I will spend a few 

years in private practice, working as a pet-doctor, to save up a little bit of money before 

going back to school and redirecting my focus.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think I would miss clinical medicine if I were to immediately jump into the research sector.  

 

Comment:  
What's your favorite animal?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
The Red-tailed Hawk!  

 

Comment:  
What animal do you prefer to give treatment. (not that you would wish any animal in need of 

treatment)  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Anything that's not a mammal with sharp, pointy teeth.  

 

Comment:  
Have you had the opportunity to release and WCV critters?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes! GHOW 2076 was my first release.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/great-horned-owl-12-2076 

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana...are you enjoying your time at WCV? And the wonderful staff there? :o)  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Of course! Every day brings a new adventure, and the people here are fantastic.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
How could you NOT love working with this bunch?  

 

Comment:  
And who is your favorite staff person there?  

 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/great-horned-owl-12-2076
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh don't put that kind of pressure on her ...  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Amazing Amanda  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
She's sitting right behind me ...  

 

Dr. Dana:  
She is my office mate and could make my life miserable if I didn't say that ;)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
But Randy is reading the chat ...  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Randy ties!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And you know he makes the money happen ...  

 

Comment:  
oh would love it if you got penguins(saw that Dr Dana worked with them) at WCV they are my 

favorite animal. So do all new staff have in their contract that they will come do a live 

discussion with people from a around the world?  

 

Comment:  
Did you realize that by being at the Center that you would also become on on-screen star and 

does it make you nervous to realize that we are watching or want to see EVERYTHING!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would be very concerned if we got penguins in the hospital in Virginia--they are a bit lost if 

they wound up here! As far as becoming an "on-screen star" and doing the chat and 

everything, yes, it does make me nervous. I get a little sweaty when I think about it.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
So I just try not to think about it too much!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dana - simple question - how old were you when you knew you wanted to be a vet? BTW 

the healing properties of honey go all the way back to the Greeks.  
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Dr. Dana:  
I was a junior in college--a bit later than most. I was a biology major, but I was unsure of what to 

do next. I considered pursuing a career in public health, or teaching high-school level 

biology. I also knew I loved medicine, but did not want to have to touch people (people 

are icky). So I began working at a vet clinic and a wildlife center and LOVED it. I 

quickly got my ducks in a row to get into vet school, and luckily I got into Michigan 

State!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dana! Don't they make something you can put in your nostrils to help with "lovely" 

odors? I think I have heard that some medical examiners use such a thing! Yuck and 

thanks for all you do!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dana! Can you please describe the smell of the vulture's regurgitation? Lol! Just kidding! 

You guys deserve a medal of honor for that one!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Has everyone seen the video we're talking about?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://youtu.be/iEGZvjdQJB8  

 

Comment:  
Seen the video? By choice, NO.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
But it's so fun!  

 

Comment:  
I am not seeing that video, thank you! Lol!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Ha! One of our treatment team volunteers brought in some Vick's for Julia and I, should we ever 

find ourselves in that situation again. The smell is something like bile a person barfed up 

and has been baking in the sun for 3 days.  

 

Comment:  
Thank goodness y'all haven't incorporated "smell-o-vision!" LOL  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
"This is for my mom"  

 

Comment:  
That is one vid that actually made me queasy--I can take the surgery and blood and guts and 

muscle--but thinking of the crop cleaning and what came out---yuck :(  

http://youtu.be/iEGZvjdQJB8
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Dr. Dana:  
Hi Mom! Hi Dad! (He felt a bit left out)  

 

Comment:  
It might be messy but that video is definitely educational :) not every side of wildlife is cute or 

cuddly!  

 

Comment:  
Re Vulture-I still think the #1 item to be used prior to checking a vulture-is a heavy duty fan!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Exactly  

 

Comment:  
Found the video interesting and funny. (Reaction from staff)  

 

Comment:  
If you and Dr. Rich were sharing an eight-slice pizza, how many slices would each of you eat?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
GN? Is that you?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would eat four, and Rich would eat four. I would be satisfied, and Rich would still be hungry.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Very hungry.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I can put away a pizza with the best of them!  

 

Comment:  
I'm going to ask a kid-type question - has the vulture vomit been the grossest thing you've 

encountered in your vet career? (At WCV or anywhere else).  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I've seen a lot of gross stuff. I think that might tie with the massive oronasal fistula (hole 

connecting the nasal cavity and mouth) I saw in the rotten mouth of a golden retriever 

once. I also have had several woodchucks with abscesses consuming entire limbs--that's a 

lot of pus!  

 

Comment:  
I really enjoyed and was in awe of how you worked with the vulture. I haven't been able to build 

up nerve to watch the video but want to eventually. (I have come a long way with the 

ickyness already!) Vicks under the nose does helps with smells. Thank you for all you 

do!!!  
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Comment:  
What do you enjoy doing on your time off?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I am kind of a gym rat, and I love running. I also enjoy reading and cooking.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thanks Wren!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
and BAKING!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes. And eating.  

 

Comment:  
I would just like to mention that Dr. Dana is also a fabulous baker... pumpkin chocolate chip 

cookies :)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
It's been awhile since you've baked for us.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Noted.  

 

Comment:  
OK laughing here. Pizza discussion and vulture vomit in the same breath!!! Where else would 

there be that discussion?  

 

Comment:  
Good morning Amanda, Dr. Dana and all. WOW from pizza to vulture vomit. Is it lunch yet? 

Just wanted to say hello, have to work... sigh. Have a great day.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I could totally go for some pizza while watching that video.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you! You too!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I'm starving, now that you mention it!  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana, what infectious diseases are prevalent between humans and animals, can you give us 

some idea?  
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Dr. Dana:  
Rabies, hantavirus, plague, leptospirosis, brucellosis, Q fever, pasteurellosis, avian influenza, 

nipah virus, hendra virus, ebola virus, West Nile virus....want me to go on?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We only have 13 minutes left.  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana somebody yesterday on the chat wanted to know if the bear will have a problem with 

his bare patch when he is released - a problem with frostbite?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
The hair will probably take a few months to grow in. But we will have him for at least a few 

more months--I think by the time we release him, the weather will be a bit warmer, so I 

am not worried.  

 

Comment:  
Does the fact that domestic animals often have owners make a difference in treatment? Perhaps 

more emotional or less likely to try something new that might work??  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes, it makes a huge difference! Here, if I think my patient needs X or Y diagnostic or treatment, 

I can just do it! For domestic animals, I need to get an owner's permission to help their 

animals. I worked in a very poor area, and cost was often a limiting factor for how much 

help I could provide. Also, working with owners was way more emotional for me--I am a 

sympathetic cryer. Once there were tears from an owner, it was all over for me. Not 

exactly professional, so it's something I will need to work on when I get back out there!  

 

Comment:  
For Dr. Dana-have you had the opportunity to offer any insight as to lead in critters and how we 

might "creatively" get the word out-in a manner that doesn't turn off hunters?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
One thing you can do is send the story about the vulture to all of your hunting friends! Also, the 

Wildlife Center makes a fantastic handout on the website. I think it is very fairly worded 

and not offensive to hunters.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/about-center/publications  

 

Comment:  
Actually Dr. Dana, I think that tears are a good thing - I have appreciated it when my animals 

vets share a few tears with me - shows they have amazing heart for their job  

 

 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/about-center/publications
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Comment:  
Dr. Dana, professional or not, I as a pet owner (who had to have my beloved dog put down) was 

happy to know that my vet. (a male) was a sympathetic crier as well.  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana, I know you try to keep emotions out of it, but I somehow always felt a little better 

when my vet shed a tear also when releasing one of my pets.  

 

Comment:  
Does the wire wrapped around his bones give him some itching or tickling? Is this why he is 

moving around so much?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think he is moving around so much because he is stuck in a completely foreign place and is 

probably confused and anxious. In my experience, if the wires are bothering an animal, 

they will usually be lame on that leg (which the bear doesn't seem to be) or they will be 

licking it incessantly (and he seems to be leaving that leg alone).  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
And actually he hasn't been moving around now for the past 45 minutes at least ...  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay gang ... I think we need to start wrapping things up with Dr. Dana, so she can return to her 

schedule! One more question though ...  

 

Comment:  
When is your birthday?  

 

Dr. Dana:  
April 6th  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Not telling you the year ;)  

 

Comment:  
These chats are the GREATEST!!!!!! Thank you for your time!  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank YOU! This was fun!  

 

Comment:  
Who in the bunch will be searching for HAWK SLIPPERS?  

 

Comment:  
you forgot to ask shoe size  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Dana is tiny.  

 

Comment:  
Thank you Dr. Dana!!!!!!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you, Dr. Dana (and Amanda!) for sharing your time with us here in CN!! Your chat was 

very interesting and informative! Have a great day!1 :o)  

 

Comment:  
I like sympathetic cyrers! don't change that  

 

Comment:  
Thank you very much, Dr. Dana! It has been very interesting. Well done!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you for your time and knowledge!!! have a great day♥ go eat some pizza!!  

 

Comment:  
Thanks Dr. Dana-great information and fun interview!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you for spending time with us Dr. Dana :) you're a fantastic addition to the WCV family, 

and an inspiration to all of us!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you so much for your time, Dr. Dana! (and Amanda for scheduling/rescheduling)  

 

Comment:  
I loved the comment in the video that was something like, "This is for those of you who think all 

we do is hug eagles and bears." Perfect!  

 

Comment:  
Dr. Dana, Thank you for all that you do. We do so love to spend time with the folks at the 

Center.  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you, everyone, for such insightful questions and for all of your support!! I hope you all 

have a fantastic day!  

 

Comment:  
You're doing wonderfully, Dr. Dana! This all so interesting. Thank you!  
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Comment:  
Dr. Dana, if it makes you less nervous...we think everyone there is a superstar!!!!  

 

Comment:  
You have now become Dynamic Dana, DD, so don't worry any more about being on cam -- it 

loves you!  

 

Comment:  
My dad was an internist MD years ago and read those journals ALL the time. Medicinal honey 

and metamucil? Whodda thunk it. Kudos to you for reading them. All I can say is, you 

are a honey of a vet!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you Dr Dana  

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thanks! Bye guys!  

 

Comment:  
Hi Dr. Dana! Thank you for sharing your precious time with us! And thank you for letting us 

know that the light needs to be replaced - CN will get it done! My donation is in already.  

 

Comment:  
Caleb and kids--I love that, "Light is MIGHT" Good one! I will hit DONATE button for the first 

time in this NY and designate it for "LIGHT IS MIGHT" goal (better tell Big Bear/Bat 

Man what that means AA)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oh my ... I see donations are coming in! We will confer with Randy, Dr. Dave, et al ... we may 

be exploring an add-on feature of the surgical lamp, so may need to investigate a little bit 

more on exactly what kind we want. But ... we will do that as donations come in, and will 

keep you posted!  

 

Comment:  
Thank you, Dr. Dana. Go have some pizza and enjoy the rest of the day. You have given us some 

excellent education.  

 

 


